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, Rationale

1

The course CIO 101, Introduction to S 'peech, is a requirement,

for students pursUing degreet programs through John Wood Community ,

Col egea. . The rationale behind the requirement seems justified! '

Spok communication is'oneof the most fundamental of human activities,

and the liberally -educated and/or occupationally prepared student

,

should be able.to demonstrate oral comMunication competency,

particularly through public speech. To suppprt the'rationare for

the'requirement, howev'er, is not to suggest that the only avenue by

which one can become an effettive public communicator is, throUgh a

college-level speech class.

There are certain individuals whos6 broad range of life
J .

experiences would seem to indidate speech communication competency.

For-example, an individual who has completed the 'populaj.ind highly
. 4

successful Dale Carnegie course would Probably gain little by taking'

introduction to Speech. Other individuals, perhaps through their

pursuits in occupations that involve selling and the practice of

..effective salesmanship, may have the skills necessary, to demdnstrate

competency in oral communication without taking the college course.

Itis naive to as,sum, in other words,'that only the individual Who ,

has completed a traditional college speech class Cansacqui'rekpublic
. .

. .k . ,-
. ,

.___

..commtnication proficiency;'sudh an assumption .is sitply not supported
, f

a

by empirical data.- I

Within .the discipline of speech'comtunicatibn, unlike such'

*

dis'piplines as the social, math, natural, and occupational sciences,

there are simply no existing paper and pencil examinations that'are

valid, reliable.tests of publispeaking ability.1 Nevertheless,
,J.

.



many college speech departtentS offer a
.

credit by exam option for
4,,,'

the introductory -course. ..Generally, the procedures involve a
.

judgment on the part of speeCh educators (a"professional judgment

based on objective criteria) as to whether or not the student should

be exempt from the_course and receive credit.

The Proficiency` Examination
.

4

.

' The typical speech"pro'ficiency examination.aE g two or four-

year college is a skills) test;. the strident actually prepares a short

speech and delivers the talk befo're
a

a'panel of evalvat9rs.. For

example,'whena student indicates a desie i8' attempt the proficiency

examtation, he/she is given a list of. criteria for 'an effective

speech and is told that his/her speech should conform to the pre-.

scribed standards. After the student has had an'opportunity to study

the criteria thoroughly, he/she prepares within a two-hoUr period.a

5-6 minute speech on the basis of information and subject materials
,.

provided by the instructor. The student then delivers the .4eech
1. .

before "a panel of evaluator's. Following .the speech, ,the Makes"

a decision (611- the basis of the speech criteria) hasas to
1

whetger the
., .

student demonstr4ted sufficient proficiency or skills to-be awarded

Credit for the basiic speech course.. a I
.

%il'.

.... . ,*.

-
,

Administrative Procedures A'.

q*.
8

The administrativeprocedures detailed helowwilX be.employed-
.,

.

at JWCC, in order to provide proficiency credit in nli 10/:

1. The student. initiates theprocedure'by bringing theiicatter'to
....

1.. .
.

.g .

the attention of(a counselor-advisor o* er JWCC7staff person.-
.

°

If the counselor-advisor ties reas ablft grounds:to ,believe that

2 - t 4
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tionlerelated training and insactice to be tested for credit in

CMN 101, ohen the student, should be directed to the Dean of

Academic Affairs or the* speech 'nsiructor.N--

.2,, The speech instructor provides tie student with the list of

steps to follow in order to pass tie proficiency examination and

receive creditor CM11.101 (see Appendix A).

3. Preliminary screening of the student is conducted by the speech

instructor. .The'screening procedure is not designed to prohibit

any student from attempting credit by exam. Instead, the

screening reveals what the student's chances of successfully

Completing the examination are. As an example, if a,student
o

has completed the two predictor instruments (PRPSA and SPEXP)

and the scores reveal the presence of high anxiety and limited

speech experience, the student can be advised by the instructor;

such a student would be informed that while he/she can neverthe-

less attempt the exam, such'a course of action would, probably

not be in the student's best interest. The screeningconsists'

of three steps:
.

.

. / - /
.%, -..

a. The student, completes the 34-item McCroskeY Personal Report

of PUblic Speaking Apprehension ( PRPSA), a test that'.

measures public speaking anxiety and probable stagefright. S

/
The instrument is scored, and the results are communicated

. 4

. /
t , I

, ' .'
to the student ,l_n. order proper, advice regarding ,s

.

pursuit of the credit by,fproficiendy exam.. The correlation`

between the score on the instrument anal public speaking

1

'ability, it should be noted," is citite high; the ireasute is
. ,

a valid predictor, although not a credit by exam test in and

' of-itself. 4
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Experience Inventory (SPEXP),,,an instfument that measures

the extent of public communication experience. 5 Like the
I°

. .

PRPSA, the revised SPEXP test is.a valid correlate of public
.

.
.

speaiang'ability, although it' is not a pUbli6 speaking exam

in and of itself.6 . -p .
c..

.
Abe student is Interviewed by the instructor. At this time

..k ,
. .

the student is inforMed that *Idle he/she may nevertheless

'take the proficiency examination, the results of the predictor

' instruments suggest or do not suggest a likelihood of success -
/ .

ful Completion of the exam.

'4,-. The student is, given a list of'criteiia for an effectively - k,

I piepared and delivered.inforrhative speech. of 5-6,,minutes in

_ ,;.
length (see Appendik B).

. ,

5 ., After several dayS of studying =the criteria, the student takes

'the rofiUency examination/ He/she is given a set of materials
.

for p eparing the speech (24'pieces Of information-about a

topic &elected by the iristructor, paper,-pencils, and note bards),.
)'

The student then has
,

two hours to, prepare and rehearse the 5-6
.

,,
1minute speech. % :, 4

p a

t p'.
6. At the end of the two hours the ',Student delivers the speech

41,,

before a threetmember:panel consiseing of the speech,instructor

and two staff members to' be:named by the Dean of Academic Affairs.

The panel memberSsattempt to decide jointly,the grade to be
. - I I/

awarded and make written critique comment torbe returned later,

, to.the student.
A
Tinal deterMination of whether the student ,

L.

, sucdessfully completed the speech examination is the responsibility

of the speech instructor. The minimum proficiency that will be

.accepted 'for credit is a grade of (averagg),

,

4
.
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7. The student is,notified of his/her grade anceis provided wish

written criticisms &f the speech examination. ShOuld the stu:.

dent receive a failing,grade, no further procedures will be

Ainitiated.

-8. .The student completes the necessary registration fOrms and

obtains the s

approval pf

The student

proficiency

meat. claims

Boatd.

re of the Dean,of Academic Affairs for

the credit by examination.

pays $15.00 for successful completion 'of the

examination to the Business Office. No apportion-.
4

may be submitted to the Illinois Community -College

10. The grade is recorded on the Student's transcript.
. .

Conclusion

* ,

Two questions that fl'equently arise in Conndption .with credit
. .

by exam for introductory speech classes are:' (1) Approximately ho

many students will attempt credit by exam per semester? and (2 Will'

students abuse'the policy in an attempt merely to avdietaking CMN,- I.

.1017 At most institutions where a credit by 'exam procedure for
- .

basic speech is in effect,'m more than two or three student

semester -usually attempt-an examination. The\sCreening procedure,

.destgnea\tO assess the event of the student's previous speech

-communication draining and praCtice, ordinarily'r'eveals Vitt
. .

accurately the student's chances of passing the exam and most't

individualswill not attempt the actual exam' if they' are informed
-

4

of training/experience deficiencies.. With regard to the second: ,,
.. . ,;' , - .

quesiion, oneincention of the scregning'Tiocedure-is.tto evaluate
- ..

..

....

carefully each applicant's speech experience. sMoreover,.,it will be

t_ 5 _
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r.

the nature of the student's speech training. and experience, and not
- ,

. N.

"N his /her desire. to take the test, that will ultimately determine.
N

whether-he/she N'11 pass the credit exam. Thus, the opportunity for

the,41tudent to " take the easy way oiit" of CMN 101 is minimized. In
.. ,

conclusion, the prOficiency examination is designt as,;,a nontraditional

'yet legitimate credit option to be used by thosestudents who already

possess the pilblic speaking skills.that are taught in Introduction

to Speech.

§o.

_r
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APPENDIX A: STEPS FOR' succEsqn COMPLETION

OF CREDIT BY PROFICIENCY EXAMINATION IN CMN 101,'
1

11.

INTRODUCTION TO SPEECH

A student who seeks_to complete CMN 101 by proficiency examination

should:

Step. 1: -Make arrangememts to complete the Personal Report of Publib

Speaking, Anxiety and the Speech Experience'Inventoiy in,

order that the instructor can assess generally the student's'

range of speech communication experience.
- .

Step 2: Receive advisement from the instructor afts'r completion of

the screening instruments described in Step 1. The advise-
,

ment is designed to assist th student in determining whether

taking the proficiency examination would be i n his/her best

.

interest.

Step Obtain from the instructor a liipt of criteria, for an

effective informative-speech.
0 >

Step.4: Complete the' proficiency examination by:

.

"

(a) Preparing a 5-6 minute informative speech during a
nig

tyo-hour period selected'by the instructor. All

/necessary materials to be used in preparation, such as

the topic, information to be consulted, note cards, and

pencils, will ,be provided by the instructor_

(b) Delivering a 5-6 minute informative. speech before a'

three-member panel selected by the instructor and Dean
/

mof Aca e ie AffL1rs. Panel memberi; will evaluate thedk

speech on the basis of' the speech oriteria:prOvided

earlier to the student. J

7 _



Step.): Receive a written evaluation-- 4tialue of'thespeech with

.44"

an indication of whether the proficiency examination has

be'n succes§g.ullyscIrpleted. If t hestudent is successful,

the grade he/she will receive will also be provided.
O .

.

Step 6: ,CoMplete the necessary registration forms.and obtain the

. signature of the Dean of AcademiC,,AffaIrsdn order that the
. 7 .1 ' .

.

grade cars be properly recorded on the student='s .transcript.

Sep 7 Make arrangethentS L3 pay $15100 for thp cost of. the pro
,

fkciency examination ti6 the JWCC Business Gffice.
2

e
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APPENDIX B: MN 101 )
f PROFICIENCY EXAMINATION CRITERIA .v

r I

to.
.

4

In eider to receive A grade:ok A, B, or C, _a student should be,able
,

to, prepare aid deliver a 5-6 minute informative speech that cdiforms
. ,

..".

to most or all of the following criteria:'

1! CONTENT.
. .

,
4,.,i.4.. _

1.1 Sufficient miting-narrowing,of topic Trovided by the,

examiner r,

1.2 . Purpose clearly communicated to audience'.

1.3 Subject appropriate, relevant, and made interesting to

panel

4 1.4 Points made clearly to panel

1.5 Includes personal'or human interest stories -- examples

1.6 Presents own_original ideas, structure, or. interpretation

1.7 .Emphasizes o rganization enough to help audience remember

po-ints
p

1.8 'Includes variety of datastatisics, quotations,.eXamples,

etc.

1.9 Inclu es ,examples to clarify-, add interest

-1.10 Moves

2. ORGANIZATIO

from oint to point with smooth transitions

Begi wi'tfi, an effective tterit.ioftLgetter,'introduction

.2 Prey ew'S 0 b'ject,ar viewpoint ,bpecifical,ly and clearly,

2.3 Pres nts ;, 5 specific 'points,
.

2.4
.

Stipp rts'each point .

a'

, 2.5 %1Revi ws o' summari-zes'maj'or points
"--7-----

_ ,-_;

2.6 Conqlucies with memorable statement .

,

!I

SI
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4,

DELIVERY

Steps, up to speak.with confidence
.

3.2' Gets set bef e speaking

3.3 EsCablishe contact, befde speaking ,

,

3.4 .')Begins without referring to notes.

,Maintains, eye contact with audience, at leas 75% oT time

.3.6 Sounds extemporaneous, not read or memorized:s

3.7 Us.es only one note card for notes
..,

.3.8 Refers tp notes only' occasionally.
4

. .

1 . .
.

3.9 , Avoids "ah,h "so," "you' know,": "well ,''' etc.
/ ,

,
. 1

3.10 Stops at end Of idea; doesn't hOok sentences' together with
J40 .

5

7,

"and," "Id-uh," etc

3.11 Maintains good posture ;. avoids noripurposeful movement ;

4

, ,,,

3:.12 Dresses to help; not hinder -the °,sp

3.13 Speaks loudly enough to, be hear eas
,

3.14 Gestures effectiveI

, 3:15 Uses= fvoial expressiori to add

-11P
3:16 MoveS -about purposefully

, )

3.17 Does ,pace ,

3.18' Appears to enjoy speaking

3.19 0 Seems to care that e audience'lsistens , ,
. q.

4 '

-

. ..

3:20 SPeaks. with enthusiasm , c-)

'"
. 4

r
\

,. .

$ 3.21 Appears 'confident and relaxed
. -

.

3.22 VariO, speaking rate-Lnot too fast, por too' slop; dlianges

interest ,

J

:

rate
. .

3.23 Varies Vpice_ pitch' and, volume '

3.24 Entnoiatqp .cleatl. - a -i,

1 ' 3.25 J'ronounces correctly Oir

;

,

,77

!or

AA,

. .

"4.
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.. .

3.26 Upon. finiihing, .moves

3,.27 Uses correct grammar

out with, confieence

,

3.2a Vses'I.Tivil, appropriatelangtage for clarity

3.2g Uses language appropriate for.the speech situation rather

than language suitable for an essay

This 1,ist is adapted frbm Leon Fletcher, How To Design And Deliver A

Speech (New York: Chandler, 1973:

len order .t6 determine what grade the/studenl thereceives,

three-memberpanel will employ the following grading standards:
MIA

-Normally, art 'verage speech" (C) should. meet .the following

A

,w standards:

A. Conform to type assigned (informative).

B. Conform reasonably po the time limi

C. Exhibit sound organization: aslear- purpose adequately .

'I'Ipported by main ideaq that are easily identified.
,

D. Be intellectually sound in developing tie_ topic with

adkquate.and dependable evidence, .

E. Exhibit reasonably and communicativeness in
;44

delivery:

Be correct grammatically and inpronunciation and

. :articulation.

ti

II. The "better than average" (8) speech should meet thb foregoing

Clf- tests and also
_

,

' A. Contain elements of -vi:vidnes$ and spe-cial interest in

its style.
-

B. Be of more than average stimulative.quality in challenging_,

the, audience to think or in arousing depth of response.

P



-

)1
C. .'stablish rapport of a kligh order ,through` and

, .

delivery 'which achieve - 4 genuinely communicative circular
,

response

III. The "superior speech" (A) n'ot only meets the foregoing

standaids but also:

A. Constitutes a geduinely individdal contribution by the

speaker to-the thinking of the.audience%

B. Illustrates skillful-mastery of internal transitions

c and of emphasis in presentation of he speaker's ideas.

IV. Speeches which must be classified "below average.\(D or F)

are deficient in some or several of the factors requirea,.for

the "C" speech,

This list it adapted from Robert T. Oliver, "The Eternal (and

Infernal) Problem of Grades," The Speech Teacher 9 (January 1960):

8-1i,

'4;

O
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